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At approximately 1245 GT on 03/04/86, with Unit 1 in the Refuel mode, a full
reactor protection system (RPS) logic actuation occurred. 'Ihe reactor vessel
was partially loaded with fuel, with fuel loading suspended at the time of the
event.

|

When the RPS logic actuation occurred, plant personnel were switching the "lC"
600 VAC tus from its alternate power mpply to its normal power mpply. An |
RPS logic actuation was expected on the "A" RPS channel. However, the logic l

'actuation on the "B" RPS channel (which completed a full RPS logic actuation)
was not expected.

Plant personnel performed a thoroagh investigation and could not determine a
cause for the full RPS logic actuation. Rirther investigation will be i

performed in an attempt to determine the root caise. 'Ihe results of that i
investigation will be provided in an update report.

1

Engineered safety features (ESF) responded to the full RPS logic actuation as
, |

expected. 'Ihere were no adverse effects on plant safety and operations as the '

result of this event.

'Ihere are no past similiar events. /
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At approximately 1245 GT on 03/04/86, an unplanned reactor protection system
(which is an engineered safety feature) logic actuation occ2rred. Wis event
is reportable pirmant to 10CFR 50.73(a) (2) (iv) .

Unit 1 was in the Refuel mode at the time of the event. The reactor vessel
was partially loaded with fuel, with fuel loading mspended.

At the time the RPS logic actuation occurred, plant personnel were in the
process of switching the "lC" 600 VAC tus from its alternate power mpply to
its normal power mpply per the "600 VAC SYSTD1S" proced2re (34SO-R23-001-1) .
An RPS logic actuation was expected on the "A" RPS channel when procedare
34SO-R23-001-1 was performed. However, the logic actuation on the "B" RPS
channel was not expected. The control rods were in the full-in position prior
to the actuation of the "A" and "B" RPS logic channels. %erefore, the logic
actuation of both RPS channels constituted a full RPS actuation and not a
reactor scram.

Af ter inmediately resetting the RPS signal, plant personnel attempted
(unsuccessfully) to diplicate the RPS actuation by tripping the power mpply
breaker to his "lC".

After the unsuccessful effort to d1plicate a full RPS actuation, plant
personnel investigated the event to attempt to determine the casse. %is
investigation included:

a. Looking at the information provided by the process compiter. The
cause of the event coald not be determined from the process comp 2ter
beca1se it was cut of service at that time.

b. Reviewing anrunciators which were received as a remit of the event.

The caise of the event could not be determined from this review
because no anrunciator was received which indicated the source of the
trip signal. % is information could not be determined from the front
control panel or others (for exanple, no trips were indicated on the
Analog Transmitter Trip System panels),

c. Looking at other activities in progress to determine the source of
the "B" channel logic signal. No work was in progress which might
have ca2 sed the signal.

d. Holding a conference of operations personnel on shift at the time of
the event to attempt to determine the cause. his conference could ;
not determine the cause. !

ne above investigation did not determine a root ca2se for this event. %e ,

|cause of this event has been classified as a spiriaas actuation of the "B" RPS
channel. Rirther investigation will be performed in an attenpt to determine ,

the root ca2se. The remits of that investigation will be provided in an
,

update report. !
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Engineered safety features (ESFs) responded to the RPS logic actuation as
expected, except those ESFs that were tagged out of service for maintenance
activities & ring this refueling cutage. Had this event ocairred Wring plant
operation, a reactor scram would have occirred. Switching from alternate to
normal power alpply is not a normal practice & ring power operation.
'Iherefore, the event is not likely to occur & ring operation. 'Ihere were no
adverse effects on plant safety and operations as a result of this event.

There are no past similiar events.
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Georgia Power Company
333 Piedmont Avenue
Atlanta, Georgia 30308, ,
Telephone 404 526 6526

Marling Address:
Fbst Office Box 4545
Atlanta. Georg:a 30302

Georgia Power

anage Nuclear Safety
and Licensing

SL-555
0166C

April 3,1986

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attached is Licensee Event Report 50-321/1986-010 This report meets the
reporting requirements of 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv).

Very truly yours,

L. T. Gucwa,v

EBS/lc

Attachment

c: Mr. J. T. Beckham, Jr.
Mr. H. C. Nix, Jr.
NRC-Region II |
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